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UAH graduate running for Senate
By Sharon Powell
News Writer
sliaronandtim@knology.net

lntemational Food Fair
brings UAH together
FOODpage2

UAH Ubertarians host
candidate Myers
MYERSpage 3

UAH students can vote
foroneoftheirown in the upcoming election. Greg Bacon,
recent UAH graduate, i running for District 7 seat in the
Alabama Senate on the Libertarian ticket.
Bacon has always been
interested in politics and was
very active on campus. 'Tm
a member of Sigma Nu Fraternity," said Bacon, "I was
also involved with the UAH
student chapter of the Associatio n for Computing Machinery and with SGA." In
addition, Bacon wrote
weekly articles for UAH's
tudent newspaper, The fa:ponefll, including "Politically
Dissident" and "Tech Talk,"
up until graduating in December of 1999.

Finding a good fit in a
political party was not ea.<;y
for this UAH alumnus ... I
never felt at home with either
of the big-government parties. I liked the Republican
talk of lower taxes and limited government." and "I liked
the Democrats' push for individual rights." However,
Greg found the major parties'
stances on other important
issues equally lacking.
An employee at UAH actually made a suggestion as
to Greg's political preference.
"Jim McCullars, who works
in UAH Information Services, once sugge ted that
I'm a Libertarian," said Bacon, "Now and again, other
politically aware people made
the same diagnosis." Suddenly, it all made sense to
Greg. "Somehow, it eventually sunk in, and I began reading about libertarianism,"
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Recent UAH graduate, Greg Bacon is running for District 7 seat in
the Alabama Senate on the Libertarian ticket. (Greg Bacon Is
pictured with his wife Samantha and son Calvin.)

said Greg, "I immediately real ized I was home and could
stop settling for the lesser of
two evils."

One of Greg's past professors is not surprised that Greg
chose the Libertarian party.
BACONpage9

Morton Hall: Students seek renovation
Men's hockey takes a
tough hit the Rockies
HOCKEYpage4

Chargers score a win on
Senior Day against GA.

sis, have recently had complaints about the condition of
News Writer
the building.
brandm@email.uah.tdu
A memorandum released
Faculty members and stu- by Dr. Franz on September 26
dents, who attend classes in upset one professor in
Morton Hall on a regular ba- Morton Hall. The memoran-

dum was sent to faculty and
staff members. Its subject regarded a long-term project for
an Applied Science Building
pending "external a sistance."
The memorandum maps
out a plan for UAH' growing campus and student
body. It stated, 'The relocation of existing programs into
the Applied Science Building
will create opportunities for
the enhancement of programs and facilities across
the campus." However, the
only plans mentioned for
Morton Ha11 were a consideration of "moving some of
Liberal Arts activities from
Robert. Hall and/or Morton

Students and faculty alike are currently pushing for the renovation
of UAH's oldest campus building, Morton Hall

Hall to Wilson Hall, freeing
'>pace in Roberti, and/or

By Melanie Howard

SENIOR paCeS

Morton."
One English professor
said that she was displeased
with the damp and cold atmosphere of the classrooms
in the basement floor. She
explained that no amount of
complaining on the part of
the faculty had been successful in evoking a change.
She also said that it would
take students voicing their
opinions to Dr. Franz to create a change. This professor
wanted to remain anonymous because she said that
the statements were not entirely her own. She had taken
them from a conversation
amongst other faculty members.
Josh Harri<;on, a graduate

MORTON page U

IPT Team takes a trip to Paris, France
MOSTLY MARTHA-a tasty
German film

MAR1HApage6

Stephen King's Misery
hits Huntsville theatre
MISERY page 6
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By Chris Brown
News Writer
browncl@email.ual,.edu
Student, from Dr. Robert
Fn.>clerick\ MAE497 cla.<,s, in
preparation for the spring IPT
(Integrated Product Team)
project class, tra, cled to
Paris, France from October 11
to October 20.
The team worked to lay
the groundwork for the
project, attend an AIAA
c;ymposium related to the
project, and promote UAH
exchange and graduate programs.
Dr. Sandra Carpenter, chair
of the UAH Department of
Psychology, also traveled

with the group to do research
in her field of international
relation<; and team building.
The Integrated Product
Team is an annual project in
which senior MAE students
at UAH work with French
Student from ESTACA
(Ecole Superieure des Techniques A~ronautiques et du
Con'>truction Automobile), a
Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering schoo l in
Levallois-Perret,just outside
Paris.
Students on the project
work in three competing
teams to complete a design.
This year, the project is to redesign the 2.75" rocket motor for more effective use as

UAH's IPT team In the "Flelds of War· In front of the Eiffel Tower.
The picture Includes IPT members (left to right): Eric Waters. Chris
Brown, Sarah Paul, Billy McDaniel, Jessica Emens, Dr. Robert
Frederick, Laura Frederick, Kensaku Matsuda, and Renea Ellis.

a tactical missile launched
from helicopters or ground
positions.
The Army Mi sile Command at Redstone Ar enal

will be serving as the customer in this project, and they
plan to build the winning
team's design and do ate t
RP page U
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Food Fair brings students together

Greekk

S pea
By Patrick
Bobo

By Joel Boyce
N

ews

Writer

Boyceman@hotmail.com
HUNTSVILLE, October
23 - Although thousands of
miles separate all of the countries represented by international student s at UAH,

those who attended the In.
Cultura l
ternat1ona 1
Organization's (ICO) food fair
were given a unique oppor-

evening that nearly packed
the Union Grove Gallery to
h
h
its capacity. Thro~g out t e
entire e~ent, the lme for the

The food table was immaculately decorated with
.
app~t1zers ~nd entree that
depicted different aspects

tunity to sample the eclectic
fth world"
• . •
·cuisine o e
•
·ntemational
food fair
The l
Sponsored by the ICO drew

fo~d fair extended to the
Union Grove Gallery door.
Over I00 people attended the
d h
event, which exceede t e

a~o~t world ~ultures. Countnes such as. Sudan Indi·a.
.
,
Russia, France, Italy, Ko,,...
Th ·1 ct,
.....,
ai
Persia, Germany, the

a large crowd on Wednesday

total for the event from the
previous year. Many faculty,
staff, administrators, and students from different countries
across the world brought various types of foods and beverages that represented their
respective countries.
"How many differe nt
countries would you have to
visit to meet so many interesting people," asked Kushal
Amin, a graduate student in
Management. " How many
different restaurants would
you have to go to taste such
good food," Amin added.

~ame, Great Britain, the
United States of America, and
Mexico represented some of
the different types of food at
the fair.
Since 2001, the ICO has
been a recognized SGA offi.
cial club that has sought to
bring together students from
all over the world to share
their cultural differences. One
of the goals of the food fair
was to help American students as well a!, non-Amen.
can students to be able to visualize the variety of cultures
at UAH.
•'It is important to understand that America is pan of
the world," said Paola
Castellani, a junior and the
Vice-President of the ICO.
..When we say that it is open
to everybody, we really mean
that," Castellani added.
The food fair allowed all
UAH students to come into
contact with various cultural
experiences through food and
interactions . ICO members
hope that social gatherings
like the international food fair
will raise awareness about
other cultures and will help
UAH students to overcome
racism and prejudice.
" What can be better than
meeting people from all different parts of the world and
eating really good food," said
Josi a Fiore, a senior majoring
in the FLIT program and the
Treasurer of the ICO. "You
hear French in one, Italian in
the other comer, and Rus,ian
in another comer. All brought
together by great food," Fiore
added.
Following the food fair, the
event featu red music from
countries all over the world
~uch as Ireland, France, Russia. and India. One of the most
creative musical acts featured
a young man dres ed in _an
Irish kilt who played an Insh
folk instrument called a hammer dulcimer. Other musical
acts featured solos, duets.
and trio accompanied by the
guitar to internationally popu·
Tar tunes such as "Champs
Elysees."
ICO committee members
were thoroughly pleased" itb
· mof
the energy and enthusias
lhe program. They plan 10
hold another event on l)ece~
ber 3. which they hope will
continue to strengthen ibe
cultura l awareness of \tU-

Greek Columnist
snakemb 134@
hotmail.com

Last Thursday, Delta Zeta held a fundraising event at
Playmore Lanes. They received 75 cents of every cosmic
bowling game played. The event was a huge success,
and a great deal of people from UAH came out to show
their support. Delta Zeta wants to thank everyone that
participated and just came out to have a good time. Delta
Zetas Killarney Ro e Formal is planned for November 15
in Huntsville.
Kappa Delta just finished celebrating the initiation of
their twenty-two new girls. On Tuesday, they began the
process with their 2nd Degree ceremony. It was followed
on Wednesday with a Founder's Day Celebration and
White Rose Ceremony. Then, finally, on Thursday they
conducted their initiation. Meredith Hall said, "We
couldn't be prouder to have these girls in our sisterhood."
Over the last few weeks, KDs and ATOs participated in
Trick or Treating for Cans, an annual food drive for the
holiday season. This week Kappa Delta recognizes two
"Teachers of the Week." Dr. Neff and Dr. Piersma have
been recognized by the ladies of Kappa Delta this week.
Alpha Tau Omega helped ACE during fall fest with the
concert on Wednesday night by selling merchandise and
working security. Then, last Saturday, they teamed up
with Kappa Delta, going house to house asking for cans
of food for their Halloween Can-A-Thon. Tons of cans
were collected and donated to a local food drive. On November 8, the Alpha Tau Omegas and Kappa Deltas have
a barn dance mixer.
The Alpha Tau Omega pledges are nearing the final
planning stage for the 3rd Annual ATO Auto Emporium
schedu led for November 9. If you would like
morcinformation on the Auto Emporium, v isit
www.uah.edu/ATO/carshow.htm.
On October 24, Pi Kappa Alpha helped at Fall Fest
with a Casino Party in the Univer~ity Center. Proceed~
went towards the March of Dimes. The Pikes also had a
carwash fundraiser at the comer of Jordan and Holmes
on Saturday.
Sigma Nu's biggest party of the year, the Halloween
costume party was last weekend. It was a great time, and
there were many great costumes, from Shrek to Joe Dirt.
Bachelor Auction will be next Tuesday, November 4 in
the UC Exhibit Hall. This is your chance to get a dinner,
entertainment, and the company of one of the Sigma Nu
pledges. And if that isn't your thing, you can purchase
them to clean your house or wash your car. On ovember
16, the Sigma Nu will travel to the Embassy Suites Hotel
in Nashville for their annual White Rose Formal.
The Sigma u pledges are working hard on their upcoming events. On November 8, they travel to Moulton
for a pledge retreat filled with camping, goofing off, and
brotherhood. Then on November 9, they will be taking
kids from Big Brothers/Big Sisters of Hun~ville to a movie.
The InterFratemity Council will be nominating its new
officers this Friday. Elections will be held the following
meeting, with the new officers immediately taking office.
The current officers arc:
Pre ident - Patrick Bobo
Vice President -Ju\tin Scharber
Treasurer- Luke Howell
Recorder- Miles Owen
I am currently President of IFC, and I just want to take
a minute to thank all of my officers for working so hard
this year. Sometimes, when you put four different fraternities in the same room, it is hard to get things accompli hed. We managed to work through our differences
and complete another successful year. Thanks for all the
help from all the officers and delegates.

UAH 's International Food Fair occurred on October 23 In the Union
Grove Gallery. Numerous students provided food and music
entertainment In honor of the event and various cultures.

Across
Campus
Are you ready to get out
and vote next Tuesday?

Charlie McGinness

Nick Bryant

Business Management
Junior

Computer Engineering
Senior

"Don Siegel man is a jerk."

Ii
1i'

"Oh yeah, I'm ready to get
Siegel man out of there, since he's
screwing Higher Education."

John Carroll

Bryce WIiiiams

Undecided
Sophomore

M.A.E.
Junior

"No, I keep forgetting to
register."

"Get out where?."

Uk

an_

dent~ at UAH.
"UAH has many different
cl ubs from all over the world
who need to collaborate to. an
gether and this event '.5 ..
example of how it is possible,
said Castellani.
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Avallable position:
Sales Associates
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Baptl t Campus Mlnlsterles
Reaohln• In • Reaohln• Out
C L ■ RATION

Student Led Praia
and Worehlp
Tueedaye at 8:30 p.m.

PILLOWSHIP LUNCH
Thureday at Noon
Coat la •2.10

1•t ,. ,,••.

Th Bapti t Stud nt C nt r
450 Sparkeman Drive Hunt viii , Alabama 5805
837-9140 or 830-6611 m II:bcm@uah. du
www.uah. du/BCM
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BRIEF UPDATE ON UAH ATHLETICS

Hockey has tough times in t he Rockies

Men's Soccer

By Ian Fletcher
Sports Writer

October 25 Nova Southeastern L 3-1
October 27 North Georgia W 6-0

The men's hockey team
returned this weekend from
contests against the University of Denver still winless in
this 2002 - 2003 hockey season.
The Chargers, who lost
two closely fought matches
against the University ofWi consin, were unable to regain
their form and style of play
against Denver that kept them
in contention versus Wisconsin
The Chargers were unable
to win Friday night, going
down 7-2 to the number 2
ranked Denver Pioneers.
Charger goals were scored
by, first, Senior winger Steve
Charlebois, who put in a rebound just inches from the
Denver goal line.
The Chargers second goal
of the night came from Senior
winger Karlis Zimis who put
a nifty move on the Denver
goaltender off a two-on-one.

Women's Soccer
October 27 UNA W 4-0
Upcoming games:
November 2 Christian Brothers (John Hunt Park,
Huntsville, AL) 12 p.m.

Cross Country
Upcoming event:
November 2 GSC Tournament (Huntsville, AL)

Volleyball
October 22 West Georgia W 3-0
October 27 Lincoln Memorial L 3-1
Upcoming games:
November 5 North Alabama (Florence, AL) 7 p.m.
November 7 West Alabama (Livingston, AL) 7 p.m.

Hockey
October 25 Denver L 7-2
October 26 Denver L 7-0
Upcoming Games.
November 1 Minnesota (Minneapolis, MN) 7:05 p.m.
November 2 Minnesota (Minneapolis, MN) 7:05 p.m.

That goal on Friday night
was Zimis' third goal in as
many games.
Saturday night the Chargers played stronger than the
previous night, but were unable to stop the Denver offense, which, once again
scored seven goals, while
the Chargers were unable to
find the Denver twine.
Unrelated to the score,
the bright spots in the
Chargers line-up was the
play of both goaltenders,
Senior Mark Byrne and Junior Adam MacLean. Both
goaltenders "stood on their
heads'' in support of their
mates who were struggling
in front of them. Friday and
Saturday night scores do not
reflect the superb performance of both Byrne and
MacLean who have played
stupendously to date for the
Chargers.
The Chargers will head on
the road again for the third
straight week to face-off
against defending national

I
Charger goaltender Adam Maclean (30) makes a valiant ...._
to block one of many shots by the Denver offense In a 7-0 Itta •
Saturday night. October 26.

champions the University of
Minnesota Golden Gophers.
Against the Gophers the
Chargers wi II be facing a team
equal to, or perhaps better,
than the University of Denver.
The Chargers must regain
their focus and determination
as they hope to rain on the
parade of the Gophers' as
they will raise their national
championship banner on a

I

nationally televised game Friday night.
The Charger games on
Friday and Saturday nigbtiD
Minnesota will of course be
heard on Charger Radio 11
the loyal three amigos, Geof
Morris, George Olden, and
Mike Anderson continue
their play-by-play extravaganza, taking it to Minnesoca.

Lady Chargers volleyball split a pair with Lincoln Memorial
By Antoine Bell
UAH Sports lnfonnation

After smashing Wes t
Georgia at Spragins Hall on
October 22, the Lady Chargers ran into a buzzsaw at Lincoln Memorial.
The Lady Railsplitters
beat the Lady Chargers for
only second time ever. The
loss to LM U stopped a 3-

game winning streak for
UAH. However, the Lady
Chargers arc still in second
place in the GSC East.

UAII defeats West Georgia
3-0 (October 22)
The Lady Charger volleyball team had little trouble
with the struggling West
Georgia Lady Brave:-., taking
a 30- 16. 30-27, 30-8 sweep at
Spragins llall on Tuesday
night. The win. UAH'" third

Do YOU HAYE AN OPI

straight, improved the Lady
Charger's record to 13- I5 and
10-2intheGSC.
Emily Miller led the way
for UAH, smacking home 17
kills, while Kristen Henley
tallied 14 and Molly Healey
12. Heather Grumke contributed 36 assists and Cathryn
Sterling paced the defense
with 23 dig,.
The UAH defense wa~
stifling. limiting West Geor-

ION

ABOUT THIS WEEK'S ACROSS THE CA .....,._-.-;i111t-----:

Vote online at www.uahexponent.com.

gia to only 24 kills and foi-ci ng 17 errors. The Lady
Chargers meanwhile piled up
54 kills and 14 aces. Ashley
Otwell had five of the aces.
Whitney Mock added fo ur
aces. She buried the Lady
Brave in the third game.
serving the last 14 points
\traight.
The Lady Chargers were
in command throughout the
match. However, after dominating the opening game of
the match, the Lady Chargers got a little sloppy in the
seco nd game. The Lady
Brave led 22- 14 before the
home team regrouped and
began to come back. The
Lady Chargers exploded for

11 unanswered point~ to take
a 25-22 lead. Otwell served
nine of the points during the
stretch. West Georgia kept
the game close, but the Lady
Chargers prevailed.
The match-clinching
game went by like a blur. Leading 8-7, the Lady Chargers
began to pour on points like
lava. Samantha Polkow~ki
served up a five-point flurry
that gave UAH a 14-7 cu-,hion. Katie Boyce temporarily
slowed the lava flow with a
kill to cut the.Jead to 14-8.
However, that would be all
,he wrote. Mock climbed into
the saddle and her teammates
helped her run the table all
the way to the win.

r--------------------------~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
SURIN oFTHAILAND

975 Airport Road Huntsville, AL 35802
256.213.9866

Authentic Thai Restaurant
Sushi Bar and Patio
Full bar with martini and wine list

Free Entree
Buy one and get one free
for ALL UAH Staff and students
with valld I.D.

:SOUTHEASTERN FASHION:
•
•
DESIGN COMPETITION:
••
•
TICKET GIVEAWAY:
••
•
•
••
•
•

•
••

•ht Annual o uthca~tcrn Fashion De~ign Competition

at Hunt~\illc\ Oo\\ntO\\-n Hilton

on aturJay, 'member 16th at 7p.m.

Expires November 13, 2002
Equal or lesser value. UmH $10.00 value. One coupon per visit.
Not valld wHh an other offer. Sushi not Included.

Look in nc,t ,,eek\ i"ue for further Jetaik

Lincoln Memorial delem
UAH 3-1 (October27)
The Lady Charger Hilley·
ball team lost to Lincoln Memorial for only the second
time ever on Sunday afternoon. The Lady Railsplitters
ended a 3-game UAH winning streak with a 30-25. 3234, 30- 17. 30-28 win in
Harrogate. The Lady Charg·
er-, dropped their record to 1316 overall and 10-3 in the Gulf
South Conference.
Emily Miller led UAHwidl
15 kills, while Molly Healey
tallied 14, Kri'1cn Henley
added 13 and Kri st ian
Klcmin~ky I I. Jlcaley also
had 14 dig~. Cathf)n Sterling
led the defense with 26 digs
TI1e Lady Chargers were
out hit by the margin of6kills
(68 to 62). UA II did ha,e JO
aces. however that wa, o,er·
~hadowcd by I I sen ice er•

ror-,.
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Lady Chargers destroy UNA's Lions
By Ronak Patel
Sports Editor
This wa the game of all
games for UAH. Thi was the
game of the year for the
young but talented group of
Chargers.
It was simple as this, win
against archrival U A and
coupled with a loss by
Montevallo, the Chargers
would be in the Gulf South
Conference Tournament. A
loss wouJd end the season for
the Chargers.
On a Sunday afternoon,
the Chargers came to play.
They dominated their arch
nemesis UNA and won going away 4-0 to finish the
regular season at I0-8 over-

all.
They will head to the GSC

tournament for the third
traight ea. on.
In the conte t against
U A, the Charger., jumped
out quickly a Lind ey
Schemanaur scored a goal.
It was the freshman's 14
goal of the
ea on.
Lindsey's goal was una i ted.
About 15 minutes later,
junior Cory Vilders corralled
a pa sin the box and kicked
it past U A' goaltender
Megan Thomas to make the
score 2-0 in favor of UAH.
Kelly
Bateman
and
Scbemanaur were credited
with assist on Vilders' goal.
At the 33-m.inute mark,
Tammy Wissel scored off a
rebound shot attempt by
UAH to make the score 3--0
in favorofUAH.

If that wasn't enough to Sollie all ca on, was attenddenate the Lions, then a pen- ing the goal in thb victory.
alty kick would urely do
She pitched a hutout and
them in.
nabbed four saves in the big
Vilders scored her second victory.
goal of the game when she
With the win, UAH will
sailed a penalty kick past now take on national powerThomas of U A to make the house Christian Brothers in
score4--0.
· the fin,t round of the GSC
For the fir t half of the tournament at John Hunt
contest, UAH out-shot U A Park in Huntsville at 12 p.m.
22-2 and scored four goals.
UAH is seeded fourth in
The second half of the the tournament and Chri tian
conte t would be more of the Brothers is ranked number
same as UAH continued to one.
The winner of the contest
outshoot, out hustle, and
will take on the winner of
dominate the Lady Lions.
They attempted 16 shots West Florida and Central Arin the econd half as they kansas on Sunday, Novemkept the pressure on the reel- ber 3, at 12 p.m. at John Hunt
ing vi itors from Florence.
Parle.
UAH's goaltender Kristin
Freeman, who has split time
in net with freshman Sarah

Chargers score a win on Senior Day
By Jamie Gilliam
UAH Sports lnfomwtion
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The Chargers headed into
thi, \\Cd.end's home matche,
looking to get the monkey ofl
their back and win a game
heading into the offseason.
Things v.ould not go very
well on Friday afternoon a\
Nova Southea ·tern dusted
off the Chargers 3-0 but Senior Day on Sunday proved
to be the remedy for the ailments as UAH pounded
North Georgia 6-0 at Charger
Field.
Friday's contest saw the
teams play an evenly

If you
have any
comments
on the
articles or
the Sports
section in
general,
please
contact
Ronak
Patel,
Sports
Ed itor at
ro 93
@hotmail

matched first half before the
Knight~ got things going in
the second half.
SU picked up their fiN
goal of the half jm,t o, er fi\e
minute~ into the ,econd pc·
nod ai, Adam Ludden ,cored
his fir-,t of two goals on the
afternoon.
Ludden wou Id score
again nine minutes later before teammate Eduardo
Becerio put SU up by three
at the 71: 14 mark.

Freshman Curtis Todd
made ,ure to get things going early for his upperclassmen scoring hi, first collegiate g o al in the s econd
rmnute of play.
Senior Gregory Seale
pid.ed up the second goal for
UAH in the 25th minute before Ste\en Van Horn scored
hi~ first of two goal on the
afternoon just over a minute
laterto make it 3-0 good guys.
Closing out the first-half

-;coring, freshman Ja.,on Grey
picked up his first goal in blue
and v.hite.
In the clo,ing frame
sopho more Ke\.On Joseph
scored along v.ith Van Horn's
second to send off Ryan
Mills, Eusebio Samuel and
Gregory Seale on a winning
note.
For the season, UAH had
anoverallrecordof4-12-1 and
a 1-5- 1 record in the Gulf
South Conference.
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Ra~5 Take
By Ronak Patel
Sports Editor
ro_93@hotmail.com

Alabama finally tops
RockyTop
For the past seven years, there were things you can
count on to occur annually in sports.
One of those is the Atlanta Braves and New York Yankees to make their mark on Octobers in Major League basebal1, others included the Los Angeles Lakers or the Chicago Bulls winning the NBA Championship (now withstanding the '99 lockout shortened season in which the
San Antonio Spurs won).
Other you can include that you could count on was
Florida annually contending for the SEC championship.
And oh yeah, did I forget to mention, the Tennessee Volunteers defeating the Alabama Crimson Tide on the third Saturday of every October.
That was until this year.
Behind the dominating play of their offensive and defensive linec;, Alabama defeated Tenncs-,ee 34-14 in front
of o-.er I 07,000 at eyland-Stadium in Knoxville.
The o.;core didn't tell the true mea.,urc of Alabama's dominance.
Tennessee\ lone fiN half score came olT of a kickoff
return by Mark Jones of87 yards at the end of the first half.
For the bulk of the first half, the 1ide's defense dominated and befuddled Volunteer quarternack Ca.sey Clausen.
Bama's defense came up big in the first quarter when
Gerald Dixon scooped up a backwards pass attempt by
Tenne sec and ran 67 yards for the score to put Barna up
early 7--0.
Behind the play of Kinda! Moorehead, Alabama's AllAmerican defensive end, the Tide rattled Clausen and
backup Jame Banks and topped the Volunteers' attempt
in rushing the ball.
For the game, Tennessee attempted 26 ru he for a meager 59 yards. That's not going to win you many ball games.
Dennis Franchione has done a splendid job rotating
fre hman Brodie Coyle and l'yler Watts.
Coyle was 5-for-7 for 128 yards during his tay on the
field while Watts ran for a short touchdown and ran the
team !>tably in his stay on the field.
After Ahmad Galloway went down for the season with
torn knee ligaments. Alabama turned to Texas Tech transfer Shaud Williams to help fill the void along with Santonio
Beard.
The two have helped fill Galloway's absence better than
expected. They are an outstanding two-back combo. With
Beard's , trength and ability to run over would-be tacklers,
and with William's speed to the outside, Alabama has a
more di\ersified attack to throw at opponent,.
Before the season ,tarted, most wonder how Alabama
would react to the Sanction, levied on them by the 'ICAA
Chone,tly, Alabama got olf becau-.c they ,hould've been
on the death penalty).
But credit the job Franchione has done with this team.
Before the ,eason ,tarted. many expected Alabama to be a
,olid team. But most did not expect them to become one of
the two best team, in the SEC.
If }OU look closely, their two losses came to tv.o of the
top fi\e teams in America. And the los,es to Georgia and
OkJahoma came when Alabama had leads in the fourth quarter.
There are four game\ left in the sea.<,on. Alabama will
certainly be favored against Missis,ippi St. on ovember9
in Tu.,caloosa; and again tan injury-marred LSU -,quad in
Baton Rouge on ovember 16.
·
They will be heavily favored against my belo\ed Auburn T1gen, on O\cmber 23 when the two v.ill tangle in
Tu-,caloosa, and be favored when they will go to Honolulu,
Hawaii for a date with the Rainbows of Hawaii on ovember 30.
That would make for a potential I 0-2 record for a team
that a year ago at thi, time was truggling to find\ ictories.
ot bad for a team that can't go bowling over the holiday ,eason
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inment
Mostly Martha-a tasteful foreign film
By Jorge Raub
Entertainment
Editor
raubj@email.uah.edu

Today we celebrate Halloween, or All Hallow's Eve.
For the Celts, November I marked the beginning of a
new year and the coming of winter. The night before, they
celebrated the festival ofSamhain, Lord of the Dead, which
was an ancient Druid ritual.
During this festival, Celts believed the souls of the
dead-including ghosts, goblins and witches-returned
to mingle with the living. To scare away the evil spirits,
people would wear mash and light bonfires. Thus, the
inspiration for our more modem tradition of donning various costumes.
It's been a few years since I last attired myself in a
festive frock for the day. As I recall, I even went lrick-ortreating with a group of friends. I'll admit this was after I
started college - but I know I'm not the only one to ever
do that, so I don"t want to hear about it from anybody.
College students will do anything for free stuff.
Somehow I either gave up the tradition of dressing up
in costume for the day since that final attempt to cling to
my youth. However, this year is different: I have been
invited to a Halloween party and the invitation mandates
that all attend in costume.
This isn't just any old Halloween party. It is a grownup party (raising funds for the AAC), so I guess I really
have become an adult now that others are recognizing me
as one by inviting me to adult functions. Lest you think
this is some kind of stuffy affair, the party has a most
intriguing theme (and that alone is the reason why.I am
attending.)
The theme is "infamous" and the idea is to come
dressed as an infamous person. Go figure. It seems nowadays that just about anyone can be infamous - and that
seems to be the route most people take. There are just so
many choices out there.
To make things a whole lot simpler for the attendees,
the invitation has a list of"infamous" people on the front.
Running the gamut of infamous po sibilities, the invitation give a wide variety of examples including the likes
of Madonna, OJ Simpson, Brittney Spears, Adolf Hitler,
Saddam Hussein, Lee Harvey Oswald, and Monica
Lewin ky,ju t to name a few.
The easy way out would be to just pick someone from
the list and go with that. However, I felt that would be
committing a party faux pas. Most others that are attending, from what I hear, have gone the creative route. Tammy
Faye Baker will be in attendence, as well as a Catholic
priest (a daring choice, but nonethele s original and definitely in line with the theme.)
Some of you may be wondering just who exactly I am
dre sing up as. Ah, dear reader, that information, I feel, is
not fit for print. I'll definitely be infamous, but I want to
limit the extent of the scandal I'm sure I'll cause to the
party itself. However, if you're overwhelmingly curious
and promise me you're not easily offended, I'll tell you.
Just drop me a line.
Remember that Halloween i, all about fun and games.
But if you can, be infamous this year. I'm ,ure a lot of
panie will fall the weekend after, so you ~till have your
chance. Be omeone ju'>t a little bit evil or downright wickedly funny.
May I sugge~t taking a cue from one of the most infamous celebrities of all, Michael Jackson? Well, he\ definitely had a rather infamous past, but as oflate hi removable nose seems to be the most infamous (and . cary)
thing about him. (It's true - I read it in the Star!)
Go for it! After all, no mere mortal can resist the evil of
the Thriller. Happy Halloween, Everyone!

By Melanie Howard
Enterlainment Writer
brandm@email.uah.edu

This is a foreign film set
in Hamburg, Germany.
Martha (Martina Gedeck)
plays the role of a chef in a
very ritzy restaurant. She is
very uptight and perhaps obsessive-compulsive about
cooking and her kitchen. She
is so precise about doing everything right that, in the end,
her therapist claims he cannot help her. Of course, not
everything in her life is perfect, but she has an idea of
what she want~.
Lina (Maxime Foerste) is
Martha's eight-year-old
niece. On their way to visit
Martha, Martha's sister and
Lina are involved in an accident. Lina's mother is killed.
Martha mu t try to help Lina
cope with her grief and figure out what to do with her.
Martha then decides to take
Lina into her home, but this
completely turns her world
upside down.
In the mean time, Martha's
boss takes it upon herself to
hire an Italian chef, Mario
(Sergio Castellito), to help
Martha. She is not told about
the changes until she encounters the new chef at
work in "her'' kitchen. At first,
Martha hates the idea. She
opposes him with every possible opportunity. Gradually,
she learns to like him and
even appreciate him.
Martha soon learn that

Martina Gedeck fits perfectly Into her role as Martha. the borderline obsessive compulsive
very ritzy restaurant In Hamburg, Germany In the foreign film, Mostly Martha.

Mario is a great tool for reaching out to Lina. Since Martha
and Lina have had trouble
getting along from the start,
they both seem to need him.
He brings them closer together. Through his assistance with Lina. Mario even
develops a pecial relationship with Martha.
After the accident,
Martha had promised to try
to find Lina's father. Martha
locates him in Italy and with
Mario's help he sends

words of the accident. Eventually, Lina's father comes to
get her. Martha and Lina have
just begun to like each other,
and so the separation comes
at an awkward time. With
Mario's help Martha sets out
to get her back.
This was a charming film,
directed
by
Sandra
Nettlebeck. lt is appropriately
rated PG for no sex, no vioJenee, and almost no adult
language.
There are no spectacular

clltf of •

effects. However, there is a
lot of depth to each ctwacter. There is also a significant
focus on body language and
less focus on dialogue. There
is plenty snid throughout the
film, but nothing that is unnecessary.
Each actress and actor fit
their role beautifully and
nothing was ovcr-dramariud
The characters look like real
people coping with real

MARINA••

Theatre Huntsville triumphs in Misery
By Jorge J. Raub
Entertainment Editor
raubj@email.uah.edu
Theatre Huntsville's run
of Stephen King's Misery
continues this weekend at
the VBC Playhouse starring
Linda Wood and Sam Marsh.
This production is a mustsee, so try and catch it.
Linda Wood really sinks
her teeth into the role of
Annie who is manic-depresive and p ychotic. Wood
believably portrayed the
range of Annie\ moods to
great effect.
"When I get mad, I get all
oogie'', Annie tells Paul. And
doe she ever! Wood masterfully embodied this character
and the result is chilling.
Sam Marsh should be
equally commended for his

portrayal of Paul, the doomed
writer. The audience fears for
Paul when Annie is away and
he de perately plots his escape. The audience is even
more terrorized when Annie
is there and it's difficult to tell
just what she'll do next.
A two-person play i
tricky to pull off, as the bulk
of the responsibility lies with
the actors to play off of each
other and create an authentic relationship. Wood and
Marsh do a fantastic job of
this.
The opening night of a
play is not without it
glitches and kink that are
u ually ironed out for future
perfom1ance . In this production, they were barely
noticeable.
My only real criticism of
the play i that both acts

contain lots of scenes, some
of which are very short. Although they seem to have a
function in furthering the
plot, they are distracting and
could be redone. This is more
of a script problem than that
of the cast and crew.
Superb choices in eerie
music and ~ound effects
added a lot to the creepy atmo~phere making it even
scarier and more intense.
Gary Boggs, Charles
Wood, and Billy Jenkins
<,hould be commended for
their lighting design, especially during Paul's hallucination sequence when Annie
leaves him for days and he
starts going through withdrawal from the heavy pain
medication he was feeding
him.
Another technical feat of

the play was video foo~e
shot from Paul's perspecuve
displayed on a large vi~
screen behind the stage.1lus
.
· tnc
· k· It
was an mteresung
. a
d
was used sparingly unn~
few . cenes so that the enurc
audience could see what Paul
was doing as he maneuvered
around parts of the set that
were partially hidden. .
Altogether the producuon
was seamle~s and well
planned. One scene is e~pe. en•1s
cially gruesome, so M,s ·
not for the faint-of-heart- But
for an evening of chilling ~u~c thJS
pcnse and terror, go se . da
production. Bravo to Lin
Wood, Sam Mmh, direct~
0
Billy Jenkins, and the rest
.
b'
the crew for a line JO ·
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Renaissance Theatre weaves a
ghostly tale of the Woman in Black OPPORTUNITIES
Leslie Tignor
By
.
...,,,ertainment Wnter
r.

~

llm

Renaissance Theat re
~pooked Huntsville with
Da\·id French and J o~h
Olive's production of The
~ in Black on October

24-27.
· The Woman in Black is a
daSSic ghost story that was
adapted for the stage b_y
Stephen Mallatratt and 1s
i,ased on the book by Susan

lill

Renai sance Theatre's
c»t for The Woman in Black
-.W:ludes Rob Olmstead as Mr.
Kipps and Phil Parker as the
Actor. Olmstead and Parker
played various characters in
thi~ two-man play and fully
embodied each character's
emotion, and personalities.

. Th~ play is set 10 a small
V1c1onanTheatreandbegins
.
.
..
with Arthur Kipps hmng a
young actor to tell ~e story
about the Woman '.n B~ack
that has ha~nted him smce
he was a child.
As the actor's rehearsal of
Kipps' tale progresses, the
actor takes over the primary
role of Kipps and assigns all
the other parts to Kipps himself. Kipps' tory begins with
a young solicitor being sent
to the small town of Crythin
to wind up the affairs of the
recently deceased Alice
Drablow.
While in the small town,
Kipps find · that few of the
townspeople will have anything to do with him or his
work. He also keep seeing a
mysterious woman in black.
··A ghost, a woman with

black hair and a wasted face,"
K"ipps Sat
· ·ct a bout the my terious woman.
Kipp begins to investigatethestrangehistoryofthe
town and unwillingly becomes trapped in its horror.
He learn about the terrible death of Alice Drablow's
nephew. He also finds out
that the child's mother i the
woman in black that haunts
the small town to avenge her
child's death. Unfortunately
for Kipps, tragedy follows
everyone who hears about
the woman in black's horrifying story.
The setting and props for
this play were simple and allowed the viewers to make full
use o f their imaginations'.
The same set was used for
every scene.
The !>Ound effects for the

play were vivid and helped
·
the audience
unden.tand the
a t mosp h ere and w h at was
going on. During one cene,
the audience nearly jumped
out of their seats when a
woman's death wrenching
scream startled them.
At the end of the play, the
audience gave a full round of
applause to Olmstead and
Kipps.
Renais ance Theatre will
continue it production of
The Woman in Black on October 31 and ovembcr 1-2.
All show are at 8 p.m. TickeL<; are $12.
For more information
about 771e Woman in Black,
call 536-3434or visit Renaissance Theatre 's Web. ite at
www.rcnai.sancetheatre.net.

New releases show little promise
By Howard Cohen
Kaiglu Ridder Newspapers
(KR1)
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SANTANA "Shaman"
(Arista) 2-½ stars
Talk about blown opporlllmities.
Thanks to "Supernatural," a 1999 album that won
nine Grammys and sold more
than 11 million copies in the
United States, Carlos
Santana's profile remains in
the stratosphere. Just perfect
for the soulful rock guitarist
who made Afro-Latin
rhythms hot in the postWoodstock era to bring his
music to new heights and expose hi newfound listeners
lo something fresh, spiritual
and exciting. To do, in other
words, his own thing.
Instead, we get "Supernatural ll." Seldom has an arti t followed a megabit with
,uch a slavi h duplication.
With the cynical and calculated "Sham~," Santana and
returning co-producer Clive
Davis once again enlist a
lew of trendier acts to lead
the group, chosen not for
their compatibility but for
th eir current commercial
clout.
Hence, teenager Michelle
~ranch ing the catchy pop
\mgle, 'Toe Game of Love,"
and the first thought when

the alread y popular song
plays on the radio is n ' t,
"Wow, here ·s a Santana
record for the ages!" but
rather, "Wow, how did a newcomer like Branch get Carlos
Santana to play lead guitar on
her record?"
Al so.
P.O.D.
and
Nickelback's Chad Kroeger
cater to the rock demo graphic. Dido infuses the CD
with anesthetized trip-hop flavored pop; Musiq and Seal
deliver sleek R&B tracks writte n by Rob Thomas, who did
similar
honors
on
"Supernatural 's" smash
single, "Smooth." Alejandro
Lerner is here for some Latin
pop; and, on "Since Supernatural," the worst track,
Melkic Jean and Governor
Washington rap on an ill-fitting hip-hop numberco-writte n by another "Supematuml" holdover, Wyclef Jean.
'•Since ' Supernatural.' ain't
no thing changed/All new
players, still the same old
game," they rap. Amen.
Macy Gray, Citizen Cope.
Ozomatli and Plac ido
Domingo also have awkward
lead roles to play.
The gi ftcd Carlos Santana,
meanwhile, is here solely as
a sideman. grafting some requi site guitar solos onto designer grooves.
More's the pity because
when "Shaman" sounds like

a Santana record- as on the <,essed Clive Davis gets the
Afro-Cuban " Adouma," the boot and Santana reali1.es just
world-beat "Foo Foo," "Aye what it was that made him a
Aye Aye." which brings back star in the first place.
ROD STEWART "It Had
original Santana drummer
Michael Shrieve, or the gui- to Be You ... The Great American Songbook" (J Records)
tar ballad "Victory ls Won"the joy of artful mu. ic-mak- 2 stars.
The chief knock against
ing is exhilarating.
All the best moments on Rod Stewart for the past 30
this disc belong to Carlos years has been his questionSantana and his guitar. For able taste in material. That
the "Shaman" follow-up, one complaint can' t apply here,
can only hope that the since Stewart is singing some
SANTANA .... 9
meddlesome, marketing-ob-

Thursday to aturday, October 31- ovember
Theatre Huntsville presents Stephen King's chilling
clas ic Misery at the VBC Playhouse. Showtime is
7:30 p.m. Tickets are 14; students get a $2 discount.
For ticket infonnation, call 536--0807.
Thursday to Saturday, October 31- ovember 2
Renai sance Theatre presents the thriUing gho t story
A Woman In Black. Showtime is 8 p.m. Tickets are
$12. For tickets, call 536-3434 or 536-311 7.
Thursday, October 31
History Forum: 1be Women' Movement in the United
States Since 1890. "Feminism and Race: AfricanAmerican women and the Struggle for Civi I Rights."
Profe or Chana Kai Lee, University of Georgi. 7
p.m. at Roberts Recital Ha11.
Friday, November l
Philosophy Forum: "Asian Reflections: Philosophy and
Art in Chinese Culture." Professor Stephen Goldberg,
Hamilton College. 7 p.m.
Saturday, November 2
Women's Studie~: "Taking Liberties" - a contemporary celebration in music, dance, and theatre art of
the brilliant. 8 p.m. at Roberts Recital Hall.
Beginning November 4
Art Show: The Works of Artist John Kehoe. University Center Gallery.
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Top Ten Hits
1. Nelly "Dilemma"
2. Eminem "Lose Yourself"
3. Cam'ron "H~ Ma"
4. Missy Elliott Work It"
5. Kelly Oarkston "'A Moment Like This"
6. Eve "'Gan~sta Lovin'"
7. LL COOi J 'Luv U Better"
8. No Doubt "'Underneath It All"
9. Santana "'The Game of Love"
10. Avril Lavigne "Sk8er Boy"

Top Ten Movies
1. The Ring
2. Sweet Home Alabama
3. Red Dragon
4. My Big Fat Greek Wedding
5. Brown Sugar
6. -vie Transporter
7. Abandon
8. The Tuxedo
9. Jonah
10. Tuck Everlasting

i:
0
<

-•
CD

ngsus•

;ec thi
Linda

Jirector
rest of

Reverend Roy Hulling
Chaplain Services, Dating and Marriage
ounseling Pregnancy Crisis Counseling,
and Depression Counseling
For more Information call:
721.9496 (home) or 772.9496 (Office)

Tlmes valid

10-25 through 10-31
Brown Sugar (PG 13)

1:10 4:10 7:10 9:30
The Stanta Clause 2 (G)

12:00 12:10 2:30 2:40
5:00 5:10 7:20 7:30
9:309:45
Jackass: The Movie (R)

1:00 3 :10 5:20 7:30 9 :40

I Spy (PG 13) 12:00
12:30 2:15 2:45 4:30 5:00
7:00 7:30 9:15 9:45

Who said this line from the
1980 movie Airplane!,
"I am serious, and don't
call me Shirley."?

s cspc·

'iu0i~
art. But

7

Knockaround Guys (R)
9:30
White Oleander (PG 13)
4:009:20

The Transporter (PG 13)
1:007:00

Red Dragon (R)
1:30 4:15 7:00 9:45

The first 2 people with the correct answer for the Movie Trivia will
win movie tickets. ONLY 2 pairs of tickets will be given away
each week. Tickets for any trivia will be distributed on a first-come,
first-serve basis from 1-3 p.m. on Friday. No one who has won in
the last month is eligible for any contest or trivia. Please see Jennifer Hill in The Exponent office only between the hours specified
above. Tickets good at Decatur and Huntsville carmike locations.

The Tuxedo (PG 13)
1:30 3:30 5:30 7:30
Abondon(PG-13)
1 :007:00
Fonnula 51 (R)
4:009:30

*Denotes no passes
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Pop star Christina Aguilera is no pruda-9e~and proud of it
By Jim Farber
New York Daily News
Christina Aguilera would
like to defend a heretofore
unrecognized group of oppressed figures in societypretty young blonds.

" It's funny how ociety
places uch strict standards
upon young blond female ,"
says the singer who fits just
that description. "We' re supposed to play the clean-cut
view the public wants of us.
But I am not your little cookiecutter virgin."

ALL 11D Jt, ilfttllD TO

dOIII tJI POI TBB

Aguilera has gone a long
way to prove it. She titled her
new album "Stripped'' and
the album 's fi rst single
"Dimy." She allowed that
ong's guest rapper, Redman,
to lustfully describe her as
" filth y." And she made a
video for the song that has

been described by more than
one critic as "skanky."
The exaggerated j uiciness of all th is hasn' t escaped "Saturday Night Live,"
which recently satirized the
video's hard-sell sexuality. It
also played up the worst public image of Aguilera. As portrayed by ac tress Sarah
Michelle Gellar, she's a vain
and trashy tyrant who keeps
yelling at the director of the
c lip, "It's not skanky
enough!!''
Aguilera says she was
amused by the piece, but
adds: "They could have done
a better job with it." Regardless, the send-up is giving
Aguilera attention just when
she needs it most. "Dirrty"
hasn' t done so well on radio.
According to Sean Ross of
the radio tipsheet Airplay
Monitor, "Even though she
hadn 't shown any decline in
popularity, some program directors might have been resistant to any act from the

wwv.r.ua~exponent.com

teen boom. (And) those who
weren' t wanted something
more similar to what she'd
done before."
" Stripped's" second
single, the more docile " infatuation," is doing better. It
has surpassed Britne y
Spears' "Boys" as the most"streamed" song over the
Internet source AOL Music.
That should boost the album, which hits stores Tuesday.
Ultimately, the set seems
le ss like a follow-up to
Aguilera's multiplatinum debut than like a full-scale
comeback attempt- which
makes sense. Three years
have passed s ince the
singer's self-titled album appeared, a stretch of time during which her biggest competitors, from Britney to 'N
Sync, long ago put out their
third recordings.
A number of factors held
Aguile ra up-everything
from lawsuits to a broken
heart. But now she's returning with an album whose
lyrical point of view is nearly
gladiatorial in its defensiveness. "Stripped" finds the
singer directly confronting
her media image, the stars
she sparred with and the
friends she says betrayed
her.
"Sorry I ain't a diva/
Sorry l 'm not a virgin/Sorry
I'm not a slut/1 won't let you
break me," she s ings in
'·Stripped Part 2."
'Tm ready to fight/I don' t
need nobody to make me
over," she shrieks with Avril
Lavigne-like punk fervor in
"Make Over."
Aguile ra sees these
statements as "empowering" rather than defensive.
" It's a positive. upli fting
record," she insists.
At the very least, the creatively diverse album offers
a strik ing contrast to the
more cons trained way
Aguilera was first presented
to the public. Now 2 1, the
singer has written all the
album ·s lyrics and executiveproduced the project. On
"Stripped," she tackles every genre shon of polkafrom 60s soul to surf-rod
to Mariah Carcy-•;iyle
bloated ballads.
"People now say. ' What
is she tryin g to do ?"'
Aguilera sigh . "But they
should be askin g, ' What
was he trying to do before?' This 1s the real me."
At her commercial start,
ays the inger, her record
co mpany's image-makers
were j ust exploiting the teenpop boom . "The image
tarted really upsetting me.
I wanted more attention on
my vocals and to be seen as
a darin g art ist, like Madonna. (But) I couldn't say,

T m doing my own thing.' I
was hungry for success. So I
played the ir little game."
That wasn't the only thing
upsetting Aguilera at the
time. She had run-ins with
fellow stars, most famously
with Eminem, who put her
down on record, and Limp
Bizkit's Fred Durst, who did
so in print. In the new song
"Can 't H old Us Down,"
Aguilera retorts: "When a
female fires back/You don' t
know what to do/So here's
what a little boy will do/Make
up a few false rumors or two
... You must talk so big to
make up for smaller things."
The singer denies that
these lines refer to either of
her famous male nemeses-though she did, in fact, accuse Durst of making up rumors about her at the time.
Regardless, Ag uilera says
they' ve all made peace. She
says she had the chance to
talk things over with Eminem
at the recent M T V Video
Music Awards. "We ended
up in a hug," she says.
Aguilera isn't so forgiving of some in her inner circle.
whom she feels either stole
money from her or snitched
to the tablo ids. " So me of
these peo ple I trusted like
family," she says.
A key member of her actual family treated her worse.
One new song, "I'm Okay,"
refers to her father, whom she
accuses of physically abusing both her mother and herself. (Her parents divorced
when Aguilera was j ust 6
years old.) Aguilera says she
hasn' t heard from her dad
about the song. '·I'm sure he
wishes l hadn"t done it," she
says. " But he ·s a big boy."
In a more pressing way,
Aguilera also had to deal this
past year with the breakup of
her first love relationship-a
pain so deep it wound up
holding up work on the album. Yet few new songs reflect it. Mainly, she deals with
work concerns. •'I' ve always
been more foc used on my
career," she admits.
That obsession goc, back
to childhood. when Aguilera
fi rst experienced the relationship bet\.\-cen success and
mis understanding. " It hi t
hard in elementary school,"
the si nger rccalb. "Kids
would ask me to smg. lf I said
OK, they'd say, ' She's showing off.' If I didn't do it,
they' d say, ' She ·s so bigheaded. '"
Aguilera says the jealousies she faced aJ> a child were
writ on a global scale o nce
she achieved fame. " It was
prepa rati o n ," she sa ys.
"People want to knock someone who's different."
She says her "difference"
is the reason she has ended
PRUDE page 11
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f the most beloved pop
gs of all time-standards
the '30s such as
·Moonglow," "They Can't
'fake That Away From Me"
and ..I'll Be Seeing Y~u." .
Alas, the interpret1ve skill
dial served Stewart's raspy
and soulful voice so well
eons ago on covers of
Motown or sexy originals like
4'onight's the Night (Gonna
Be Alright)" and "Maggie
May" is missing here.
Blame it on production
(by , eterans Richard Perry,
Phil Ramone and Clive Davis)
sota.\teful and reliant on syrupy. obvious orchestration
that it borders on the dispasionate.
Also blame the predictable
song election favoring
0

:rn

overly covered tunes like " It
Had to Be You" and "The
VeryThoughtofYou." Aren't
there any "other" songs in
that Great American
Songbook to dust off and revive for a change?
Davis, who signed Stewart
to his new label J Records,
sees thi s as an "event"
record-his forte-but it's
hard to imagine who this CD
is for.
At 57, Stewart has a fan
base old enough to remember when these songs were
done better by other people
more suited to the material,
and kids arc never going to
go for a CD so old-fashioned.
ESTOR TORRES "Mi
Alma Latina: My Latin Soul"
(Shanachie) 2 stars

The sad reality i that
there really isn't a large market for jazz instrumentali t
these days. So o ne can
hardly blame talented flutist
Nestor Torres for recording
smooth jazz, a form of polished instrumental pop. At
least there are radio statjons
that play this kind of music
to a willing audience. We all
have to pay the bills.
But with each pac;sing recording it becomes harder to
remember what it was we
once liked about Torresnamely, his fluid facility and
crisp phrasing on his instrument.
On the enervated "Mi
Alma Latina: My Latin Soul,"
Torres offers Muzak versions
of Santana's "Smooth,"

Gloria Estefan and the Miami
Sound Machine·s "Rhythm
Is Gonna Get You" and
Enrique Iglesias' "Hero." The
best that can be said about
these ver ions is that one
isn't confronted with tho e
song • trite lyrics.
When Torres offers
classier material- tandards
like Herbie Hancock's "Watermelon Man," lito Puente's
"Ran Kan Kan" or Willie
Bobo's "Spani h Grease"he similarly tum the music
into background fare. These
tune and "Besame Mucho"
and Carlos Santana's
"Europa," also covered here,
are overexposed and obvious. For an album touting
"Latin soul," one gets little
soul, life, joy or flair.

IMRfHAfrompag&6 - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Most foreign films do not Martha is a chef, we are con- sons of life to her food. Don't
events in life.
The film is in German with have happy endings, but this stant Iy shown images of go on an empty stomach,
subtitles in English. The pace one did. It made me feel warm. beautiful and exquisite you 'II only be torturing yourI do have one piece of ad- dishes. Since her life revolves self.
was set well so that one could
vice for those of you who may around cooking, we also sec
easily follow the subtitles.
Overall, I adored this film. go to see the film. Since her make several compari-

MCONfrompagel- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - According to Dr. Tim
ewman, UAH Computer
Science, "Greg and I have
had a couple of discussion
related to issues of trade. He
seems to have a true Iibertarian viewpoint on trade, so at
least from the perspective of
trade; I suppose the Libertarian Party is a reas onable
choice for him."
The big decision to run
for public office also seemed
to fall into Greg's lap. Matthc"' Gi\"cns. Libertarian Party
of Alabama'sexccuti\ecommittee. approached Greg after reading one of hb Politically Dissident columns in
The fapo11e11t. According to
Bacon, he made the decision
to run when Gi,en, approached him at a campaign
,top on UAH campus for
John Sophocleus. the Libertarian candidate for go,ernor. After comidcring a run.
Bacon made a dcci.,ion. "'Thi,
i, the fir~t time in approximately tllirty years that three
partie-. have been o n Ala-

bama ballots, and I wanted
to be a part of this historic
slate," said Bacon, "and give
people the opportunity to
vote for small government."'
Getting time and money
for campaigning is not easy
if one is not a member of the
Democratic or Republican
parties. As for campaigning,
•·rve used word-of-mouth,
spoken at candidate events
to which I' vc been invited,
and l ha,e a website
(www.VoteBacon.com)," said
Bacon. In addition, Greg is
scheduled to appear on a talk
radio program thi week. It is
hard to compete with the big
two. According to Chris
Brown, UAH student and
member of the Campu, Libertarians of UAH, "the Libertarian candidate(s) have
been denied acce:,,s to all of
the debate,, and (are) routinely o,erlooked by major
media outlets."
One thing that might set
Greg apart from the re:-t b the
fact that he b firmly dedi-
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cated to his party's beliefs.
According to Bacon, "The
Bill of Rights should be honored literally," and "the individual i · sovereign over himself." When asked to explain
the Libertarian stance, Bacon
quotes the Alabama Constitution, " ... tile sole object and
only legitimate end of government L to protect the citizen in the enjoyment of life,
liberty. and property, and
when the go,ernment as
sumes other functions it is
usurpation and oppression."
The idea that Bacon will
~tand behind his party is not
hard to believe, if one hean,
him speal. According to
Newman, "Greg would be
unafraid to ,ote his conscience, and I don' t think that
he would be influenced by
lobbybts trying to purchase
hi~ vote."
Greg urges UAH students
to get involved in politics.
knO\\. the bsue,. and vote.
"A.., a group. college-age
people don' t bother to \Ole.

and we're paying a heavy
price for it," said Bacon, ·•Our
voter apathy re ults in extremely little representation
for our interests."
One interest UAH students do seem to take c;eriously is pro-ration. The Libertarian position on Education is a bit different from the
two major parties. The Libertarians plan on "helping education funding without raising taxes" by getting rid of
pork barrel projects, like the
IJanl Williams museum,
which arc funded by the
Education Trust Fund. and
putting that money into education, according to Brown.
Students who arc interested in the Libertarian party
can go to www.aUp.org for
more informauon. For those
who would be interested in
finding out more about Greg
Bacon, his slogan ,ay, it all :
"The only pork Alabama
need., i, Bacon!"
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REALIZATION

101
By Jennifer Hill
Editor-in-Chelf
hilljr@email.uah.edu.

Those of you who in the past have regularly read my
column have probably noted that I haven't written anything for quite some time. While I have been numerous in
my excuses both publicly and privately, I have to admit
that I have been silent for many reasons, one of which
will be explained below. All of us can probably remember
a time when we reached the point of internal cri is-a
crisis of identity both as an individual and in my case
also as a woman.
No. I'm not referring to a crisis of sexual orientation,
religion, or political leanings; I simply refer to a crisis of
identity. The particular roles each of us play in this world
have recently become vividly clear to me lately, and I
admit I've even grown introspective with my consideration of how my identity as a woman has so many different facets-roles which entail a responsibility of honesty to myself and those around me.
Each ofus during college will probably experience the
shocking feeling of realizing that nothing about you exactly fits into those nice little theories expounded by your
professors regarding human psychology, behavior, and
development. While one professor will say that you are
shaped by your past, yet another proposes the theory
that you are shaped by your daily environment, and ultimately one grows more and more dazed and completely
confused. This confusion deepens when you gradually
realize that despite your efforts to fit into all the categoric of people who you admire so much, your actions are
only ringing hollowly of your own inability to be true to
what you believe in.
Lately, I've begun to realize that you, me, and all of us
regardless of gender arc not just something to be lumped
into our little group categories. You and I are not yet
another representation of our respective age groups or
genders. Our identity as indi, iduals b not constructed
by the grades we make, the award-; we achieve, the group
we· re a member of. or the status we garner; we are u It imately identified through our character and our dedication to the values we hold dear.
While, I have been tempted often to identify my faults
and failing. to the trespasses of my upbringing, I have
gradually begun to realize that your past cannot and must
not ever identify who you and other<; see yourself as. As
a woman in particular, I've -;een how our culture often
tries to use my gender as an excuse or a license to be !es~
than a woman truly <,hould be known and seen as.
The question that has been pounding in my mind is
what truly identifies a person of character? As an individual and a'> a woman I know that I will never feel satisfied until my quest for an,wers has ended at the grail of
truth. We arc not defined by our pa'>t experience, and
failures. Con-;ider the woman who has put up with abuse
for year, who finally walls away. What truly defines her
definition as an individual i, not her pa~t but her action-of "'ailing a"'ay and g i, ing hcr,elf a new identity-the identity of a woman with purpo,c .
You cannot allo\\. your pa,t failure, to determine who
you arc as an indi,idual. Your identity \\.ill ne, er be di,CO\ered until you face youn,elf, flaw-.. and all. and become who you arc meant to be.
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to grow

Gun Control

By G of F, Morrli

By nthony Holden

Oplnln11 Wrlt,r
morri M rmall,uah,edu

Op/11/1111 Writ r
holdenu@emoJl,uuh.edu

nr

Let m
t 11111te 1h111 t nm
11 c11rd-c1tll)'tni1 m mb¢r ol th

N111ion11I Rill AliMl imion. I
IIY thnt b llUII0 wh11t I'm
nbnut Ill II)' mi11h1 ~urpri11
yuu, b111lh,tic11 t.111111 i.hnuld b
tm ll-'~I. 1tnd 1111 llr nrm uwnerli 1ohoul'1 b rejlh,tered.
The NRA oppOh0lt 1h01,
monliuro11 on tho grnund~
thllt thoy infrlnjo upon Se •
ond Amendment ri{lht11. lt'li
f\lnll)' thm my-ft iendli In th
NRA lov tho S cond
Am nclmonl ~o mu h 1h111
lh0)' f!lriOI lho Fourt emh
Amonclmen1, 11pe ilio1llly thlij
phnuio: "No llllll0 lihllll mnke
or n(Qrce 11ny l11w which h11ll
111:lrldjo tho prlviloje1t Qr lrnmunltl Ii of citi1c,n11 of the
Unit d S1111 1o; nor 1oh11ll 11ny
1o1111 deprive nny p r11on nf
llfo, llbfny, Qr property, without du pm eli1t of l11w; nor
cleny to 11ny peri.on within it1o
Jurl11,ltctlon th equnl prnt cttun of the l11w "
I h1n n ver nnd will
nover buy "1ohppery i.lnpo"
nrl,l1tlllent~ l I 11 lnul ,11 nn
nkl NRA dcbat,•- on they
h1111, [ misht 11dd: 1111111111lt
\\e11pnni. D1te, the UH'IIIJll-'
Am 11cnn huw ,my 1e11i.irn Ill
own nn n-a.11ult we11p111l'! Nu.
fh Second Amt.>ndment hu,
twu prnv111inn1i 1h111 r~lnte tu
1

fireanm . thut II n.,gulnted mili11111thould b lept, nnd 1h111
the ril,lht11 of chi1em, tu l p
11nd h nr 11rn111 i.houldn't b
infrin11eu.
Pnr 100 muny on the left
wnnt to 1111y 1h111 tht.Sy pruvl1oiom, are one nnd the 1111me,
11nd 1h111 tho bit ubout n reaulntcd milltl11 h, null In 1hei-e
dll)'li Qf 1l111ndlnjl n11tinn11l
nnn cl fon;ew . I di ftiJr e with
thelr r 11clln&1 or tho Comnitutlon, 1111 do II th Supr me
CQurt nnd the mlljQrlty of the
Cunare~,. HQwever, tho rljlht
to ke r and bear 11nm m11y
bo deprived of any p r on
under duo proce1111 of law.
There' no mtlnnal ren1.on 10
t..eep a1111nu It wo11pun11
round the hou1t . You're not
11nln11 tn hunt with themyou won't hnve 1my rnent left
tel Ill aft r u1olng nn AK-47
on It. Vnu'r nm going to do
11elf def n1oe with on of
thme we11pon11 they're un"' 1cldy und not iinud in clme
environnwn11o I menn, ii
you're con'-efllt.'U 11bou1
hume deleru,~, jlCt n 110ml
11h01 •un 11r II l111ntl11un.
P1m1111111ly, I leep with 11
Ruy r P~JO npht by my hcnd,
mpty drnmber, nnu nfoty
on 111 NRA' nrgumcnt w11

I'll utlmit it I 111111111un nut
I low 11un11. I uon't thinl tho
ci1i,en11 uf our nutwn c11n
own nou h of them. It i11 my

opinion 1hn1 evoryun
11hould own 1m U1i. Your
right tu t..eep nnd beur 11nm
ii. nut to bo infringed upon
liO lill)'lt the Seconct Amendmem IO the Conlithution.
Shnm on 1111 thos that fnil
10 exerch1e th Ir right (vut11111 belns Qne you need w
be Uf('toexerch,enextweek.)
A ~ludy ofth hlhtorlc11I conll'J<I and the wrltin&111 of tho
Pedernli111 P11per11 c le11rl y
11how the frnrner"11 fenr of 11
tyrnnnlcal &QV rnment l\nd
tho need for the chl1-onij to
be wc,11 11rmect. An 11rmecl
populace Wltli I\ flnal ch t,.
on anv mment tyrnnny.
Although you hnve the
RIOHT Ill own n jlUn, ther
ure II few p ople thnt thlnl
thnt nu on huull.l uw111111un
11ccep1 the government. Depile whnt nnti gun propn
nent11 will tell you, they ure
notinfovornflic 111,mg, reiii~trmiun, or panlul aun bn111,
fhe1r only anal i~ the com
plete nml 101111 t.>rndicmion uf
thl' . cond Amendmcnt.111
1
~elf 11noi111ed w11nt to feed
their au, hy circumv ming
... PAllffl.,.._11 your pow r of choice by

ellmmminll the choi'-e 111 th
l"iht pl11~·e They hon1n,1ly
thrnk thut you ure, too <.11111111
linnrnnt und 111 k the rchpon
ib11ity 10 1111foly own und
opernto nny 11un They u1oe
any uccid nt or aun relnted
trnii dy to pu1th th ir 11j1end11.
C1111e In point, the D
Smper. lt 11111uro 10 follow th111
they will lipow their bl1111phemy of the evil uf gun11
rnther 1h11n point their Onjler
Ill th d rnnjecl ki lier. If John
Allen Muh11mm11d ii, found IQ
b the killer, they will 11urely
ftttnck the tminlna fncilitioN ftt
which h perfect d hi1111hoo1inj Ability II• p11rt of the iJUn
ovll in our ~ociety, Never mind
thnt people hell-hem on kill
m 11omeone will flnd II wny
to kill no mutt r wh111 the 11\w
i.tnte1t. Shutting down tmlnlnii l11cilitic1o only exncerblll
the prohl m of people with
no trnmini op rn11ng aun11.
We hnve trninin facili11e, tiir
c11n,, yet when pL•uple u11e
1lw1r cnrh n~ de11dly we11pnn11,
~e never henr 1111 uprunr to
hut them down. A~nin, in
vnltng the e,:ond Amend•
mcnt, 1t Wl'll 11n11t>tl rmlitin he ·
in nece"ury tor tht ecu•
nty of the nntmn. The llllll
iun 1.mwd will uy 1h111 the
IMPARTl,-ceU
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that if assault weapons are
banned, then semi-automatic
weapons are next, then handguns, then shotguns, then ...
everything.
Whatever. Other countries may have fallen for such
provisions, but our government is a bit smarter than that,

and the Constitution prevent a lot of that.
Besides, politicaJ pressure
to outlaw guns simply goes
against a sizeable enough
faction of citizens that it
would never stand the test of
time.
We tried to ban alcohol

consumption once, and look
how well that worked out.
The in anity allegedly
perpetrated by John Allen
Muhammad in Washington,
Alabama. Maryland, Vrrginia,
and D.C. will undoubtedly
lead many to push for tricter
gun controls.

This is ludicrous, in many
ways; he was firing a semiautomatic weapon, but he
wa only firing ingle hots.
ff a semi-automatic wasn't
available to him, he could
have just a ea ily u ed a
good bolt-action rifle. The
simple thing is that guns

don't kill people; crazy or angry people with guns kill
people. Gun control should
not be exerci ed on all, but
merely on those unfit to hold
weapons ... under due proce s of law. It's that simple,
and you don't have to go on
a stark-raving rant to get that

11

mes age across. But some
gun laws are indeed needed,
becau e there are simply
·ome firearms that the average American needn't have
at home.

QEOFfrom p a g 8 1 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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down there."
We're always told that the
colkge years are the best
years of our lives. Personally,
I want to print a T-shirt that
says, "College has and is
going to be the best dozen

years of my life," as I' ll be in joyed my time at UAH impost-secondary education mensely, I've sat at home or
until I'm 30. (Most days, that at a friend' house on a Friis said enthusiastically, but day or a Saturday night besome days, it's said with a cause, frankly, I was tired of
sigh. You all know what I'm doing the same old thing evtalking about). While I've en- ery weekend.

We have an opportunity
to change that at UAH. lfwc
can continue to build our
base on this campus-and
ye , that means bringing in
more students, and specifically more students to live on

campus-then we can start
to be that traditional campus
that everyone wants us to be.
Until then, well, we're stewed
in our own juices, caught up
with being a great place to go
to school and a sorry excuse

for college life in every other
way.
Next week, I' II talk about
what some of those things
ought to be, in my opinion.

uno 11

MORTONf r o m p a g e l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

her a
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10 hni:d tho
anvo
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t cer-

student of psychology, said,
"The whole building needs an
overhaul. " Then Harrison
added "You should see the
signs down the hall."
A ign is posted on the
door to room 124 of Morton
Hall. As of October 17 it was
still there. The sign reads,
'This area has been equipped
with a dehumidi lier so that we
won't all die from mold and
mildew! The dehumidifier is

r11ion,

11Ptrom p a g e 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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launch in October of 2003.
The travelers from UAH
started with a tour of facilities at Snecma, a French Aerospace company. Alain
Coutrot guided this tour and
later spoke at the tactical missile symposium. Andre PfilTer
from Snecma also spoke on
propulsion at the symposium.
Other speakers included
Roger Fischer of Celerg, who
spoke on missile construction and nozzle design, and
Guy Lengelle ofOnera, who
spoke on advanced concepts
for propul sion such a:. hybrid rockets and solid-fueled
ramjets.
Frederick gave a brief talk
about the IPT project, and Dr.
PART2 from page 10

Brian Landrum of UAH prerecorded a talk on missile
aerodynamics for the symposium.
With the help of MarieSophie Pawlak, one of the
project coordinators at
ESTACA, UAH students
also worked to recruit the
ESTACA students who will
be part of the IPT project in
the spring.
In addition, the UAH
students made presentations about the UAH College of Graduate Studies to
potential graduate students
from ESTACA. The MAE
department h:lli had several
such graduate students over
the last five year:,.

Pawlak also made a presentation to the UAH students about the exchange
program that UAH has with
ESTACA. UAH students
may spend a semester at
ESTACA taking engineering
classes as well as working in
French industry. All of the
programs are taught in English and require no prior
knowledge of French.
Students interested in the
IPT project or in the exchange
program with ESTACA
should contact Dr. Frederick
at Frederic@ebs330.eb.
uah.edu or check the IPT
website at www.eb.uah.edu/
1pt.

Constitution refer~ to the
National Guard. Their arguments hold little weight in
light of there not being a National Guard in the framers
day. An armed citizenry is
clearly what the framers had
m mmd. Looking to Switzerland as an example, everyone
there is well versed in the
proper use of fiream1s. Even
Hitler knew better than to go
. into Switzerland. A welltrained populace i:, a formidable deterrent. On the subject of deterrents, guns, especially in the hands of someone trained in its proper use,
PRUDE from pages
up on just about every wor.tdre '>Cd list in the free world.
Aguilera finds her fashion scn!>C
"daring. I like 10 stir things up.
What they IO\'C is bait gown .
Come on! I'm no1 going (out) in
some damn ball gown. I want to
be my age.''
Aguilera at o feels she's refleeting her age by singing o
frankly about ex. ln the song
"Get Mine, Get YOl.ll"',,.. he talks
about the joy of purely phy ical relationships. She feels some
till aren't ready for this. "In

serve to protect the owner
and reduce crime.
History has shown time
and again that gun registration and the chipping away
of gun rights leads to fullscale disarmament of the
people. Did we not Iearn anything from the suffering of
Jews in WWII? It is a classic example of slowly boiling a live frog. Closing training facilities on account of
one crazy is just another
step. The few odd crazies are
the price we have to live with
in a land of freedom. It' because of the freedom of

speech that I have to tolerate
crazy liberal's opening their
mouths and proclaiming to
the world their true ignorance. But that's a different
article all together. ..
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only big enough for this office complex, so please...close
the hall doors ...except when
using them."
"ls there a fungus growing down tairs?" asked Elise
Lacy, an education student.
Lacy added, "The heating
and air conditioning have
failed during class periods in
the dead heat of summer and
the freezing cold of winter.
And it has taken days for

Ricky Martin'. video. he's having an orgy. and that's fine. But
when a female doe it. they call
you every name in the book."
Regardles of alt the e contr0versie , Aguilera is dipping
back into the pop pool at an opportune time. Spears recently
announced a hiatus. Even beuer
for Aguilera. the time away altowed the public to forget what
she calls "the old me. Now I can
make a fresh tart.''
Or at least a dirtier one.

.

them to fix it, if they fix it at
all."

Liz Sanchez said, "I have
been a tudent here at UAH
for a little bit over two years
and have heard many students complain about
Morton Hall. The students
are not whining about the
conditions, but they get really angry about it and are
justified. The members of
SSA (Student Sociology As-

sociation) would like to get pate they are welcome to email
together with other organiza- the SSA. "We don' t want to
tions on campus and formerly just talk about it, we want to
organize to do omething do omething about it."
Harri son said that hi s
about improving Morton Hall
and Roberts Hall. So if any "biggest complaint is about
other organizations on cam- the desks and chairs." He
pus want to participate, or if admits that some were reany students want to partici- cently replaced, but not all of

them.
Harri on said that every
student mu t take classes in
Morton Hall because English
i a part of the General Education Requirements. He said
that the problems in Morton
Hall should not be a budget
i sue because of this.

Campus Club Wire
Editor's Note: t~r~Xl)onrnl reserves the right to edit all submissions for co111e111. Due 10 space requirements, please
limit an11ou11ceme111s to approximately 75 words. All submissions must be given directly to Jennifer Hill, Editor in The
Exponent office, 104 University Center or emailed to Jennifer Hill atexponent@email.uah.edu IIO later than 2 p.m. Oil
Friday. No submissiollS left in the drop-box will be primed. An11ounce111e111s are preferred 011 disk. A1111ounceme111s with
graphics will 1101 be accepted.

CONTACT (The International Students Outreach Program) is looking for students interested in helping new foreign
UAH student get accu tomed to their surroundings and to American culture. The meeting will be November 14 at 7 p.m.,
located at the Union Grove Gallery. For more mformation, e-mail Arthur Harrison at calmmisfit@ix.netcom.com.
Why hould youjom the UAH Chess Club'? Life is complicated. The 64 square of the chessboard repre ent a simpler
more rigorous reality where lie · and hypocri y have no place and consequence are tran ient and con. tructive. You pla)
the game. You win, you lo ·e. You shake hand and play again. And you learn. Mutual re pect, competition, and persona
growth. Join us. W 7:30 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m., Room 133, UAH Student Center.

Marketing Club Meeting, November 7 at 7:00 p.m. Adrnini trative Science Building Room 123
Games and Free Food!

Slavo-Slavic Club - Saturday, October 2, Slavic Dances 7 p.m. MH 304
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Classifieds
Crossword 101

Sunday TV Performers

By Ed Canty

Across

39 Jargon

40 Test
41 Married person
42 WWII General
43 Parasites
44 Shade trees
45 Pixie
48 Vegetable oil spread
49 Drain resources
52 Ohio TV performers
55 First-rate
56 Leno, for one
5 7 Comedian Rudner
58 Types of bread
59 Layer
60 Discharge

Down
1 Infant
2 Tnckstcr
3 Inactive
4 Coach rutey
5 Feeds the pigs
6 Nice Priest

..,,,..,..-+--

1998 Lumina LT'Z, 3800V6,
Sport perf., alloy wheels,
cruise, air, keyless entry,
power locks &windows, 61 K
miles,$7600. 837-6464

-t---+---t---

JOBS
POSTALJOBS$9.19-$14.32
+ Bcnnclits, No Exp.
For App. &Exam Info, Call
1-800-495-5514 Ext.0052
8 a.m.-9p.mfl-Days

7 Compass dir.
8 Precedes Panthers
9 Squirreled away
10 For the second time
11

Lisa

43 Dwells
44 Church officer
45 "Lion King" character
46 Tactical maneuver
4 7 Actress Russo
48 Story starter
49 Dog paddle
50 Not in favor
51 H.S. test
53 Nice friend
54 Pay dirt

12 Cushy
14 Act
17 Hockey players?
18 At another ti.me
22 Equestrian grooming targets
23 Poker player's inventory
24 Visual perception
Quotable Quote
25 Baseball goof
26 Scruffy
Televi::i-ion is an inven27 Seasoning
tion that permits you lo
28 Dog-tired
29 Eliminate undcsircablcs
be entertained in your
30 Malicious burning
living room by people
32 Fry briefly
you wouldn't have in
33 Thc.i.trical episodes
your home.
35 Wristband
36 Din
• • • David Frost
41 Small amount
42 Military cadet

By GFR Associates• PO Box 461 Schcncctad), NY 12309 • Visit our web site at w\H\-.~frpualcs.com
For an~"er, to the cro~~"ord puzzle, go to ""w.uahe--.ponent.com. Clict. on ":\"ord \n "ers" on the

1niga1ion Bar.

by ph1I fllcklnger (www.l-e-x.com)
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1985 Honda Accord white
with black hood. sunroof. 5
speed, needs brakes. 180k
miles. $800. Call 864-2528.
Samsung Cell Phone. Model
NI 05 Used condition, only 5
Month · old. Include : House
charger, Ear Piece, Car
Charger, sim chip, and
Manual.
Works
with
Voiccstream, Tmobi I, and
Powertel. Asking $65. Please
call 426-7CJ2J.).

1 Radar spot

5 Arcrutecture's description
9 Unchanged
13 Verdi's offering
14 Verdugo of Marcus Welby
15 Small buffalo
16 Mid-Atlantic 1V performers
19 Before
20 Come to tenns
21 Like some streets
22 1V performers at times
23 Lummox
24 TV Street
27 Like some spaghetti
2 8 Resort hotel
3 I Girl of song
32 Leg bone
33 RR track offshoot
34 Wisconsin 1V performers
37 Brick holders
38 Jamaica outputs

1989 Camaro RS V6 automatic
177k miles. rebuilt motor and
transmis ion. $2,000 or best
offer. Red. Please call 93 l 937-<X»2
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CLASSIFIEDS ARE FREE TO STUDENTS, UAH STAFF MEMBERS,
AND FACULTY. CLASSIFIEDS SHOULD BE APPROXIMATELY 25
WORDS AND WILL BE RUN FOR TWO WEEKS UNLESS OTHERWISE
SPECIFIED. IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO POST A CLASSIFIED ON THE
EXPONENT'S WEBSITE, GO TO WWW.UAHEXPONENT.COM

Sailboat Crew Wanted-Experienced foredeck person
(student
or
faculty)
needed to sail some Saturdays and/or Sundays this fall
on Wheeler Lake. Transportation provided if needed. Call
824-2327 and leave a message
or write ontogeny I @ earth
link.net.

HIBBET T SPORTS
Assistant Manager
Ff/PT Sales
Hibbett Sports is a full line
sporting goods store carrying athletic apparel, footwear,
and equipment. Opening
soon at Parkway City Mall.
Apply at: 280 I Memorial
Parkway S suite 255, Huntsville, AL 3580 I. We are a
Drug-free company--we do
drug screening, background
checks, and credit checks.

MISC.
Moving Sale. All items mu~t
go! Complete Olympic
weight set and bench. Sofa~.
recliner. de-,k. microwave
oven, mirrors, lamps, piano,
VCR, and more. Call 824-6857
or 721-0941.

r-------7

I

Fraternities Sororities I
Clubs
I
Student Groups
I
I Earn $1,000- 2,000 this se- I
I mcster with a proven I
I CampusFundraiser 3 hour I
I fundraising event. Our I

I Programs make fund-nm- I
ing easy with no risks.

I Fundrasing dates are filling I
I quickly, so get with the pro- I
I gram! It works. Contact I
I CampusFundraiser at I

I (888)923-3238,

or visit I

L ~£Ull~usfundraiser.com.J

FOR RENT
Room for rent. Close enough
to walk to class. $350/m cable/
phone/internet included. Call
683.8526.

TRAV E L
SPRING BREAK2003
is now sponsered by
Student Express! Cancun,
Acapulo,
Mazatlan,
Jamaica, Bahamas, South
Padre, Las Vegas, Flordia,
and Ibiza: Book early and
get FREE MEALS! Student
Express sponsers the BEST
PARTIES and is NOW
HIRING
sala ri ed
Salespeople, Campus Reps,
and On-site Staff.Contact
www.student express.com
or 1-800-787-37'o7 for details.
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